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OWEN TEMPLE is certainly one of the finest Texas troubadours of the younger generation. 

Stories They Tell is the remarkable followup to the critically acclaimed Mountain Home, 

Temple's Blue Rose debut from two years ago - along with a short tour - won him many fans 

on this side of the Atlantic. For Stories They Tell Temple wrote eleven songs about people in 

the Southwest: keen observations and in-depth characterizations conveyed through intelligent, 

evocative lyrics. Owent Temple is more a folk singer in the tradition of Townes van Zandt 

than a country artist. Stories They Tell is an excellent Americana album, fresh out of Texas in 

2013! 

 

Temple is a dyed-in-the-wool Texan, almost always recording with local musicians in Austin, 

TX. After his early releases General Store (1997) and Passing Through, he recorded Right 

Here And Now (2002) in Nashville, a one-off experience. After a hiatus, Two Thousand Miles 

followed in 2007. Dollars And Dimes from 2009 was his first album to gain international 

recognition, reaching #1 on the Euro-Americana chart. Then came Mountain Home! 

 

Gabriel (Gabe) Rhodes was the producer and main sideman of these last two albums and 

continues his winning streak with Stories They Tell. He plays intricate licks on acoustic guitar 

and contributes slide guitar, mandolin and at times organ and accordion. Country rock veteran 

Tommy Spurlock (pedal steel, dobro) and Owen Temple's live rhythm section round out the 

studio band. Colin Brooks (ex-Band Of Heathens) and Jamie Wilson (The Trishas) add 

beautiful harmonies. If you're looking for an honest and edgy yet to professional state of the 

art Texan Americana sound, you'll find it here. 

 

Stories They Tell employs Texas philosophy to explore the topic of time and how we use it. 

In Temple's own words, these eleven songs create a context for the things mankind has 

created in the last 10,000 Years and yet manages to put into question again and again. 

Needless to say, terrific songs like opener "Looking For Signs", the swampy, slide-driven 

"Make Something" and the steel-drenched ballad "Man For All Seasons" work just fine for 

themselves without this big picture approach. In "Cities Of Gold", a wistful border song, the 

narrator is looking for his el dorado, in "Hometown" for his roots and in "Johnson Grass" he 

tells us about the desolate veteran life of his once-so-vibrant father. "Six Nations Caledonia" 

is a folk song describing the dreary fate that befell the Native Americans in the Canadian 

Grand River Reserve. 

 

Stories They Tell comes in a "Limited Collector's 2-CD Edition". The bonus disc contains a 

live recording from Austin's legendary Saxon Pub from March 17, 2012. Owen Temple and 

his band played an acoustic storyteller set with great introductions and strong songs from the 

Mountain Home album.  


